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service at the grave. It is also interesting to hear that one Abbot in Rome was glad to learn of Laud's death, because " the greatest enemy of the Church of Rome in England was cut off/'
The murder of an old man could hardly help Parliament to defeat the King. The present methods were doing little to accomplish that object, and London felt that all its successes were being put into " a bag with holes." Cromwell had shown what new methods could accomplish : there was plenty of money to raise and train proper and permanent forces: in the winter of 1644-45 Parliament voted .the formation of the New Model Army. To stop jealousies, the " Self-Denying Ordinance " excluded all Parliament men from military command. It was soon relaxed in Cromwell's favour, while it excluded Manchester; but Cromwell had no hand in the training of the New Model. Fairfax and Skippon adopted his ideas and copied the East Anglian troops. The men were splendidly clad and equipped: for the first time an English army appeared wholly in scarlet. The training ground was Windsor Park; here, under the windows of Charles's castle, the redcoats wheeled and manoeuvred, learnt to handle pike and musket. Among them, perhaps, were the units that Charles II would take over, and christen the Coldstream Guards. Parliament had achieved a standing army.
It was to prove the ultimate threat. Charles had neither men nor money to meet it. Oxford was still in love with traditions and personal loyalties, still hampered by intrigue and jealousy. It could not defend itself against the business men of London, now that they were learning. to make war in a businesslike way.
And then, for one glorious moment, the sanguine Charles must have thought that the whole structure of rebellion was about to fall to pieces. Its foundation was the Scottish army that had beaten Rupert at Marston Moor. Northern England was only kept from returning to its loyalty by the concentrated power of the Scottish Lowlands,.

